
Engines Current  as of July 2023

1.0 TGI
66 kW

1.0 TSI
70 kW

1.0 TSI
81 kW

1.5 TSI
110 kW

Transmission 6-MAN 5-MAN 6-MAN & 7-DSG 6-MAN & 7-DSG

Fuel consumption 5.2–5.3 m3 4.7–4.9 l 4.7–4.9 l 4.8–5.1 l

CO2 emissions 92–96 g 108–112 g 108–112 g 111–117 g

Fuel & CO2 values starts from min. to max., based on transmission
Fuel consumption: [l/100 km] or [m3/100 km]; CO2 emissions: [g/km]

TGI (CNG fuel) is combined with petrol engine

Key selling points

The word ‘Kamiq’ comes from the language of the Inuit who inhabit the north of Canada and 
Greenland. It describes a  state where something naturally ‘fits like a  glove’ whatever the 
circumstances, and that’s exactly what stands out as Kamiq’s main advantage.

Škoda
Kamiq

Full Led Headlights
Light doesn’t just illuminate, it inspires. The unique 
headlights and slim long tail lights make the car instantly 
recognisable, representing a  perfect blend of Czech 
crystal tradition and modern technology. The top-end 
option includes a corner function and fog lights.

Heating Functions
The heating function of the front windscreen, which 
quickly clears frost or steam, and heating of the 
multifunctional steering wheel are indispensable on 
cold days, enabling drivers to enjoy their journey within 
minutes.

Advanced Assistance Systems
The Side Assist helps when changing lanes and is best 
suited for use on the motorway. The Front Assist detects 
pedestrians crossing the street while the Lane Assist 
informs drivers when they are being overtaken on the road. 
And there are numerous other systems, such as the 
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Manoeuvre Assist, Driver 
Alert, Park Assist (automatic parking), or Auto Light Assist.

Sport Chassis Control 
Sport Chassis Control including driving mode select, is 
a system of adjustable shock absorbers. It is intended 
for customers who, rather than settling for normal 
chassis tuning, want sporty shock absorbers to 
improve handling when opting for a  more dynamic 
drive in certain situations.

Virtual Cockpit
One of the most important innovations in the Kamiq is 
the Virtual Cockpit. The Kamiq is one of only a  few 
models in its class to offer this. The Virtual Cockpit 
brings together all the key information for the driver 
into a single well laid-out and configurable display.

Connectivity
With the SmartLink, which supports Apple CarPlay and 
Android Auto, infotainment in the car allows you to use 
your phone safely. With Car Access our partners will deliver 
your order directly to your car. You can also enhance in-car 
connectivity with additional Web apps such as Weather, 
News, Digital Manual, Traffication, and many others.

Simply Clever
Kamiq will surprise you with multiple Simply Clever 
features such as wireless in-car smart phone charging, 
an electric tail gate with a height memory setting, and 
an integrated funnel for topping up on screen wash. 
These and many other features will make your everyday 
‘living with a Škoda’ so much more pleasant!
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Dimensions

Surprising

Derivatives

Human

Scoutline Monte Carlo

All information about the car as product, either in verbal or in visual form, has only an informative and illustrative character. They are non-biding and does not oblige to conclude a contract with the shown specification 
or equipment. Individual product features might differ from the actual production vehicles across markets. For specific information related to product always contact your local ŠKODA car dealer of your choice.  
© ŠKODA AUTO a.s., 2023.

Enjoy the illuminated interior or the starry 
night sky above… The panoramic roof glass 
has a black tint, so it will only allow a pleasant 
amount of light and warmth inside.

When you travel for adventure, you can enjoy 
the comfort of the Park Assist taking over the 
wheel – all you have to do is push and release 
the accelerator. This enables you to park 
flawlessly, even with bicycles in the rear rack.

Back seat passengers can enjoy more comfort 
thanks to dual USB-C outlets where they can 
charge their mobile phones or tablets, work, or 
– if they are children – watch their favourite
cartoons.

Simplifying




